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Abstract:- Fleischmann and Pons discovered that cold 

fusion occurs when metal electrodes are treated under 

heavy water under electrolysis conditions, but the 

reproducibility was initially very low. The Cold Fusion 

occurs by the compression of D2 atoms at the expandable 

T site on the nano-roughness of the FCC metal. 

Compressed D2 molecule is transition to femto-D2 

molecules which electron orbit is deep orbit deeper then 

n=1 at a few femto meter from the nucleus. Because the 

density of electron between the nucleus is so high that it 

can shield the coulomb repulsive force between the nuclei. 

The expandable T site is on the nano-roughness of the 

FCC metal surface, which vertex atom of T site can have 

no bond to the atom of the adjacent lattice. Therefore, 

that vertex atom can move, and it is expandable. Center 

of the expandable T site is negatively charged due to the 

electronegativity of metal atoms. Thus, under positive 

voltage of metal, D becomes D+ due to its smaller size and 

positive potential, and D+ is attracted by the negative 

charge of the expandable T site and occupy the 

expandable T site and turn into D－ which expand the T 

site due to the larger size of D－, and again another D+ is 

attracted by D－ and join to be D2 at the expanded T site. 

 

Although FCC metal need to be positive voltage 

based on the mechanism of Cold fusion, Fleischmann and 

Pons experimental set up is that FCC metal plate is 

negative voltage and all of the experiments have used the 

original incorrect setting of voltage. 

 

Based on the above mechanism of Cold Fusion the 

behavior of deuterium in a D2O-based strong alkaline 

electrolyte show that in case of PH=11 [D+] = 10-11 mol/l, 

[OD-]=10-3 mol/l, the [OD-] concentration is 

overwhelmingly high, and electrolysis proceeds easily.  

 

Under the incorrect voltage conditions, the heat 

generation of the vapor is 4 to 190mW, however, the 

correct voltage condition can have the heat can be 100kW 

for the very small experimental setting. 

 

Therefore, we can develop Cold Fusion Reactor with 

1MWh at least on the desk top size, and it can replace 

plasma nuclear fusion reactor and nuclear power. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

I have reported the mechanism of Cold fusion in ref [1], 

which show that heat generating metal need to be positive 

potential, however, most reactors have not followed the 

mechanism of Cold Fusion, Since the Fleischmann and Pons 

reported the cold fusion, heating metal have been cathode 

(negative voltage). 

 

II. MECHANISM OF COLD FUSION 
 

A. Electron Deep Orbit (EDO) Theory 

 

 
Fig.1. femto-H2 with Electron Deep Orbit (EDO), in ref[2]-

[14] 

 
Fig.2 Structure of femto-H2 and femto-D2 
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Cold fusion occurs by the femto-D2 molecule with 

electron orbit at a few femto meters from the 
nucleus(fig.1(d)), reported in ref [1]. Because the covalent 

electron density of femto-D2 is so dense that it can shield the 

coulomb repulsive force between nuclei (Fig.2(1)). 

 

B. Expandable T Site 

 

 
Fig.3 Expandable T site on the surface of metal 

 

Cold fusion occurs on the nano-roughness of the FCC 

metal surface. Such surface has the expandable T site shown 

in Fig.3. 

 

Because the Lattice on the surface can have the vertex 

metal atoms without any bond to the adjacent metal atoms in 

the adjacent lattice, T site with such vertex atom can be 

expanded by moving such vertex atom. 

 
C. Femto-D2 generation at expandable T site 

 

 
Fig.4 Mechanism of D- occupation and cold fusion by bond 

compression at T site as is shown in Fig.3. 

 

As is shown in Fig.4(A1), at the center of expandable T 

site is negatively charged because metal atom of T site tend 

to emit electron due to its electronegativity. In case of 

positive metal potential, D can be D+ in the metal and on the 

metal in case that the surface potential of metal is also 
positive. Therefore, D+ can be attracted by the negative 

charge at the expandable T site, and it becomes D－, and 

attracted another D+ around D－  and  they join to be D2 

molecules at the expanded T site, as is shown in Fig.4 (B). 
 

D2 covalent bond is compressed by the surrounding 

metal atoms at the expanded T site, shown in Fig.4((B)-(C), 

and compression of covalent bond of D2 cause the electron 

transition from n=1 to deep electron orbit, shown in Fig.4(D). 

 

Because deep electron orbit can shield the coulomb 

repulsive force between nuclei, femto-D2 can cause Cold 
Fusion, shown in Fig.4(E).  

 

It is important to understand that Cold Fusion need the 

positive potential. 

 

D. Selecting a Template  

 

III. INCORRECT COLD FUSION REACTOR 

 

A. Correct Electrolysis condition 

Hydrogen generation by electrolysis of Water lately has 

been developed extensively, and standard condition. 
 

Under these conditions, the concentration of [OH－] in 

the aqueous solution is extremely high, and it adsorbs to the 

surface of the positive electrode, where it separates into H+ 

and O－.  

Under this electrolysis condition, the electrolysis rate is 

very fast because of the high conductivity of H2O. 

 

B. Incorrect Condition Of D2O In Strong Alkaline 

Electrolyte 

 

 
Fig.5 Experimental setup by Fleischmann and Pons[15] 

 

In FIG. 5, the wire anode is arranged so that the cathode 

of Pd metal plate is surrounded by wire anode. Since the 

heating metal needs to be positive voltage, this experimental 

set-up is incorrect based on Cold Fusion mechanism. 

 

C. Summary of latest D2O Cold Fusion Reactor 

It appears that incorrect potential has not yet been 

corrected. There are similar errors in other literature.[] 

 

 
Fig.6 Schematics of Pd-D2O reflux open-electrolytic cell (a) 

and the cell with calorimetric attachment (b). in ref[16] 
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As is shown in Fig.6(a), Pd cathode and Pt anode are 

incorrect up to 2023. 
 

 
Fig.7 Summary of excess heat in the Pd (Pt)-D2O+LiOD 

open-electrolytic cell from 2018 to 2019.in ref [16]. 

 

The above reference [16] is a paper presented at ICFF-

23, a conference held in 2021, but the electrode potential 

conditions in the LiOD + D2O electrolyte are Pd as the 

cathode and Pt as the anode, are still incorrect. 

 
This is because none researchers have not understood 

the correct mechanism of Cold fusion presented by my 

previous papers. [1] 

 

D. Comparison between correct potential and incorrect 

potential for Cold Fusion 

 

 
Fig.8 metal potential and D+ loading 

 

[D+] * [OD-] = 1.0 x 10-14 (mol/L)2(ionic product of heavy 

water) 

 

Therefore, under strong alkaline conditions, [H+] 

becomes very small, and basically it takes a very long time 

for palladium to fully absorb deuterium. 

 

If PH = 11, [OD－]*[D+] = 10-14 mol/l, so [D+] = 10-11 mol/l 

and [OD-] = 10-3 mol/l. thus 10-3/10-11=108 times. 

 
Under the summary of heat generation in Fig.7, P Vapor is 

0 to 190 mW, which is extremely small. 

Estimated P vapor based on correct potential is as high as 105 

W = 100 kW by estimation with ration of 108. 
 

These experimental set-ups are very small and desk-top 

type reactor, thus proper design of D2O cold Fusion Reactor 

can produce can generate very large amount of heat. 

 

IV. CONCEPTUALIZED COLD FUSION 

REACTPOR WITH STRONG ALKALINE 

ELECTROLYTE 

 

A. Grain-boundary segregation of D to improve the reaction 

rate 

 

 
Fig.9 Mechanism to improve reaction rate to segregate D+ at 

the grain boundary[17] 

 

In order to improve the reaction rate, palladium 

polycrystalline thin film on the ceramics is proposed. Due to 

the segregation of D+ at the grain boundary, it can enter the 
Expandable T site at grain boundary sidewall. Because 

conventional Cold Fusion use the metal surface, the reaction 

rate is very low due to the less D+ around Expandable T site. 

 

B. Efficient trigger of Cold Fusion 

The issue of D2O-based cold fusion heat generators is 

that the metal is directly cooled by D2O, so the temperature 

of 700 degrees for triggering cold fusion cannot reach that 

value if a normal ceramic heater is used.  

 

 
Fig.10 D2O cold Fusion Reactor to trigger Cold Fusion 

 

 D loading 

 Trigger Cold Fusion 

 Cold Fusion 

 

Thin films of polycrystalline palladium and platinum 

are formed on a ceramic substrate, and the palladium film is 

so thin to saturate the D+ concentration inside the film to 
segregate D+ to the grain boundary. 

 

The potential of palladium is positive and potential of Pt 

is negative to load D+ and cold fusion simultaneously. 
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At the time of cold fusion trigger, the liquid level is set 

to be lower than the heat-generating metal so that metal 
temperature can be high without cooling the metal. Under 

these conditions, the temperature can be easily raised to 

about 700 degrees with a ceramic heater. 

 

After the trigger of Cold Fusion, there is a risk that the 

temperature will rise further and the metal will melt, so the 

position of the metal substrate is lowered as in (3) to cool it 

instantly. 

 

V. SUMMARY 

 

Current D2O Cold Fusion Reactor has incorrect metal 
potential setting. Heat generating metal need to be positive 

based on the Cold Fusion mechanism. 

 

Rough estimation shows that heat generation will be = 

100 kW for the desk top experimental setting. Therefore, it 

can have the low cost and safer with small volume power 

generation. 
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